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Number of
episodes

35
episodes

Episode
duration

50
minutes

Al-Hajjaj
 The Devil Has A Spectrum … The Sultan Has A Sowrd

A controversial leading figure whose reputation teetered between his cruelty 
and intolerance towards his enemies, and his leniency, loyalty and obedience 
to the Umayyad Caliphate. Views differed greatly in judging him, and couldn’t 
truly depict who he truly was, though he left his imprint on Islamic history 
nonetheless, and lived to become one of the most influential figures of his time.

The Insatiable Lust for Supremacy

Drama/Historical/Thriller/Biography/Islamic/Religious/Battles

Summary
Islamic history has never known a man as controversial and prominent as Al-Hajjaj Bin 
Yousef Al-Thaqafi, as he was surrounded by a storm of contradictive views and lived during 
a tumultuous era. Described as the Arab tyrant, the vigilant sword in the face of the enemies 
of the state, the man of impossible missions, the man of fate, the infinite conqueror, and 
the cunning statesman, Al-Hajjaj’s reputation teetered between his cruelty and intolerance 
towards enemies and mutineers, and his leniency, loyalty and obedience to the heads of the 
Umayyad Caliphate, which resulted in the controversy surrounding Al-Hajjaj’s historical image.
  
Dramatic Plot
The story of a controversial leading figure whose reputation swayed between his cruelty and 
intolerance towards his enemies, and his leniency, loyalty and obedience to the Umayyad Dynasty. 
Views differed greatly in judging him, and couldn’t truly depict who he truly was, though he 
left his imprint on Islamic history nonetheless, and lived to become one of the most influential 
figures of his time.

Production Value 
This series has been filmed using the latest devices and equipment, not just represented by the 
cameras used but also by the cinematic formula employed to create a visual form. All costumes 
and accessories have been designed according to new perspectives based on historical pieces. 

Language
Standard Arabic


